CHEN Wei-lung is co-founder and Chairman of Turing Drive Inc. In 2018, he established the autonomous driving company with other experts of deep learning, vehicle mechanics, transport engineering, and heterogeneous computing. Supported by a group of talented engineers in their 30s, Turing Drive has developed two 4-meter and four 6-meter SAE Level 4 autonomous buses for the past 14 months.

Mr. Chen was previously the head of intelligent technology application division in the Advanced Public Transportation Research Center at National Taiwan University, where he helped introduce new energy and communication technology and designed new ITS service models for the transport industry.

CHEN Wei-lung is also a serial entrepreneur, starting three ongoing firms in Taiwan: Trivect Consultants, a transport consultancy advising local governments on public transport policy, bus route planning, and transportation marketing; Jobus, an E-commerce platform for bus travel, one of the best cases of MaaS; Mobeing, an AI-powered transport technology developer.

Over the last ten years, Mr. Chen has contributed his knowledge of business strategy, intelligent property management, and financial planning at an interdisciplinary level.